Introduction
It’s time to start thinking about your small photography business as a big brand. Strong branding can set you apart and make you the obvious choice for clients looking for
the services you offer. Without branding, most clients will decide on the most convenient or lowest priced photographer they can find, who in their eyes provides the exact
same service as you do. So today it’s more important than ever to develop a brand to differentiate yourself from the competition, and build a strong and lasting face for your
business.
So what exactly makes up your brand? Branding is more than your images and logo - it’s your business personality. It’s about who you are and how you communicate your
strengths and specialties to your market. Your brand consists of your photographic style, your voice, your aesthetic, and most importantly, the feeling that you leave with
clients when they work with you. Use these 10 secrets to build a brand that attracts your ideal market, accurately communicates your specialty, and creates unique experiences for your clients.
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SECRET #1

Look through your previous work
Lucky for you, you already have the creative and visual assets needed to determine
the foundation of your brand. Take a look back at your strongest work which has, in
the past, brought you the most business. Think about the reasons those clients choose
you over other photographers and why you enjoyed shooting those assignments. It’s
these images, the clients, the aesthetic, and the why, that will begin to reveal the essence of your brand. While your photos speak volumes, they are only part of what
makes up your brand. The stories and decisions behind each play an equal part.

DO THIS
Review your past work and compile a folder of images that represent the
bulk of your business, that you enjoyed making, and that you want to build
your brand off of.

do THIS
If you haven’t already, you’ll want to read through our 2012 Photo Business
Plan Handbook. With a solid business plan in place, you’ll already have a
keen sense of your goals, and the ability to build a stronger brand.
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Take some time to thoroughly look at your past work.
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SECRET #2

Provide something different
Setting yourself and your services apart from photographers in your field can help
attract interest from a bigger pool of potential clients. Whether your speciality is weddings, photojournalism, portraits, or fashion, you can’t solely rely on your speciality
to make you stand out. Instead, focus on the services you provide that separate your
business from the other photographers shooting the same subject matter. What do
you offer that’s different? How do you go above and beyond to provide great customer
support for these services and products? How do you provide a truly unique experience for your clients while on the job? Also think about how you can differentiate
your brand by who you target, or your location. Wedding photographer Hunter Harrison
differentiates himself by both location and his brand experience, seeking out specific
untapped neighborhoods and making sure he conveys the feeling of the “neighborhood photographer.”

DO THIS
Look at photographers in your niche market and compile a list of what they
are offering their clients. Figure out what’s missing and what can be improved, and decide if your brand can be the answer to those opportunities in
the market.
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Wedding photographer Hunter Harrison differentiates himself as the “neighborhood photographer”.
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SECRET #3

Evoke a feeling
Brands are like people. They have personality, and that personality has a direct effect
on customers and potential clients. When you’re developing your brand, decide what
type of “person” it’s going to be. Important attributes for photography brands include:
passion, reliability, approachability, and charisma. What other characteristics describe
your brand? Fun? Adventurous? Spunky? Hyper professional? A classic example of
brand personality is Coca-Cola. Coke is a soda, just like Pepsi and Dr. Pepper, but
what Coke provides that its competitors don’t is “happiness.” All of Coke’s messaging
centers around this feeling, and they want to pass this feeling on. Over the years their
tag lines have changed and campaigns have varied, but their brand has always stood
for positivity and happiness. This is their true brand essence.

DO THIS
Write down 20 to 30 words that describe your services, your speciality, and
the personality you want your brand to have. Narrow it down to 10, then to
the 5 most important traits that you want your business to communicate to
your clients. Then, think about how you'll infuse these traits into everything
you do.

With decades passed, Coca Cola’s brand still reflects feelings of positivity and happiness. (Photo credit: Francis Vachon)
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SECRET #4

Develop a strong name, logo, and aesthetic
Now comes the fun part. You get to (or, you get to hire someone to) completely design the
look of your brand. The aesthetic of your brand is a major part of what communicates your
standout traits and personality. This includes naming your business, creating a logo, and
having a consistent aesthetic across your website. This part is fun, but can also be tricky.
Many brand essences get lost in the collateral. If one of the words you use to describe your
brand is “hyper professional,” don’t make your logo look handwritten and homemade.
Clean, sharp lines can better communicate your professional demeanor. Colors also say a
lot about your brand as we often associate colors with particular feelings. Here are a few
common associations:
White - pure, clean, youthful, mild
Black - sophistication, elegant, seductive, mystery
Gold - prestige, expensive
Silver - prestige, cold, scientific

PhotoShelter Can Help
PhotoShelter makes brand integration easy with customizable photography websites. We enable you to feature your logo on 10 different buyer-friendly designs, or create a completely custom design
by editing the HTML and CSS code. For tips on building an on-brand
website, download our 10 Secrets to Successful Photography Websites guide.

DO THIS
If you hire someone to design this collateral for you, be sure you clearly communicate your brand goals. Show your designer the images that originally
inspired you, explain your differentiating factors, and then give them the five
personality traits you want to convey when new visitors come to your site.
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Photographer Katrin Nilsson developed a clever logo that combines camera imagery with
the type of lifestyle she enjoys shooting.
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SECRET #5

Create an About page that shows
off your brand
The personality you convey on your website’s About page is most likely the first time
potential clients are “meeting” you. Many photographers rely on their images to do all
the talking, and forget that their written voice is a powerful tool and one of the best
representations of their brand. What you decide to say - and how you decide to say
it - can reveal a lot about your brand and the way you do business. The About page
will set the tone for all written communication with your clients, so it’s important for
it to be honest, true to your vision, and on-brand.
Travel photographer Gavin Gough chooses to talk about his camera gear in his About
section. This showcases his technical know-how and sets the tone for his work, which
has appeared in publications such as Vogue and National Geographic.
The Dorn Brothers on the other hand, who have been recognized by PDN and International Photography Awards, describe their services as “fun, professional and artistic.” In their About section they make sure to warn you “...the Dorn Brothers are
known for their ever changing facial hair, you may need to meet them a few times to
recognize them.”
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Travel photographer Gavin Gough shows his camera gear on his about page to emphasize
his technical knowledge.
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SECRET #6

Integrate your brand into everything
you do
To keep your brand strong, it needs to resonate through everything you do. To have
a solid presence, you must provide a seamless experience at every single touch point.
A consistent tone of voice, aesthetic, and design is extremely important for clients so
they can anticipate what to expect from you start to finish.
Some major touch points to integrate your brand into include:
•Direct mail
•Website
•Business cards
•Final image/print delivery
•Email signature
•Cold calls
•Promos and e-newsletters
•Your portfolio
•Personal email to clients
•Blog
•Social media
Smaller touch points that you may think go unnoticed include:
•Names of your galleries
•Links within your site
•Model releases and invoices

DO THIS
Take a look at which touch points you have. Do they reflect the brand and
personality that you’ve developed? Is your logo on it? Does it sound like the

Wedding and portrait photographer Andy Donnan has built his brand persona on being the
“Southern Gentleman” who’s ready to make your picture. The links to his galleries include
the couples name and a prompt to “Read their story” or “See their engagement.” This subtle
wording puts the focus on the clients, and reinforces that he is indeed a “gentleman.”

same brand as in your About page? Sit down and think through answers to
these questions.
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SECRET #7

Extend your brand through social media
These days it seems like everyone has a found a way to extend their brand. Emeril
Lagasse has cookware, Justin Bieber has a perfume, Dr. Dre has headphones, and so
on. While you may not be releasing a clothing line anytime soon, social platforms
such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+ and your blog are a great way to
extend your brand and strengthen your presence with potential clients. Although
these sites can be used as tools to build your brand, it’s important to remember that
promotion shouldn’t be about you - it’s about what your business can do for others.
By providing useful information to your audience, you’ll build and strengthen your
credibility. Share articles you find interesting and find other like-minded companies
that cater to the same market.
Keep in mind other ways social media platforms, particularly your blog, can help
communicate your brand. Concert photographer Todd Owyoung uses his blog to
post updates from his most recent shoots. With a large following, Todd still takes
the time to answer almost every single comment on his posts. This dedication and
communication with his fans shows respect, appreciation, and demonstrates a great
deal of professionalism that clients have noticed.
Our recently published guide, The Photographer’s Social Media Handbook, provides
more specific tips on how to gain a following, build your business and track your
progress using social media.

Laura Berman of GreenFuse Photography has a consistent brand image, using her logo and
images in her social media presence.

DO THIS
On all of your social media sites, be sure the messaging, content, and client
interactions are all consistent and on-brand.
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SECRET #8

What you don’t do also makes
a statement
Your brand also reflects where you decide not to present yourself. If your target
market isn’t using sites like Tumblr or Pinterest to blog and share ideas, then you
probably don’t need to waste your energy posting to these sites. Similarly, if you’re
a high-end wedding photographer and your brand reflects that, then you may not
want to rush to add your name to every single wedding photography directory or
you might consider accepting American Express payments from clients. You must
position your brand and have a presence in the same communities that you want
to be a part of, and avoid marketing opportunities that are inconsistent with your
brand.

DO THIS
Look at the various platforms you’re promoting yourself on and think if the
type of client you want would likely go to that site. Research other outlets
and lists that you want to be a part of. More is not necessarily better.

SECRET #9

Go Above and Beyond
This doesn’t mean under-promise and then over-deliver. This means be awesome
in everything you do and always have a great attitude while you do it. Delivering
more might mean that you always include a handwritten thank-you-note after you
wrap up a project. It may mean you take your client out to lunch before working
with them. It may mean giving them a few images the very next day as a sneak peek
of what they have coming. Whatever “delivering more” means to you, it should be
something that you keep in your back pocket as a little surprise to delight your cus-
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DO THIS
Remember, you’re a customer too - what do your favorite brands do to keep
getting your business? When were you last delighted by your interaction
with a company or brand? Find an appropriate place within your workflow
and interactions with clients where you can implement that extra bit of
customer service.
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SECRET #10

Be Consistent
Everything you do must be consistently on-brand - from your client interaction and
relations to your messaging. Before posting, pressing save, attaching or sending, always ask yourself: is this message on-brand? On all of your social sites, remember
to keep the messages and content you post within the same realm of interest. If you
deliver a consistent experience through all of your touchpoints, potential clients will
feel more confident in investing in your services, and assured in what kind of experience you’ll provide.

DO THIS
Always remember your brand’s personality and the feeling you want to
evoke. If this feeling is consistent through all your messaging and interactions, customers will be more confident about investing in your services, and
passing your name along to their friends.

DO THIS
Follow through! Your brand is measured not just by how you execute a shoot
and deliver photos to a client, but well after too. Deliver the invoice in a
timely fashion. Ask for feedback. Keep the connection alive. And do all of this
consistently with your brand.

James and Megan Horah of Solas Weddings are a fun-loving team that keep their bubbly
brand consistent on the web.
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Additional Resources
Check out these additional resources to help you make the most of your PhotoShelter website and grow your presence online.

PhotoShelter Webinars

Learn how to use PhotoShelter’s advanced website features to build a stronger photography business and stay up to date on the latest industry trends. Register for one of our
live webinars, including “Getting Set Up With PhotoShelter” and “How To Set Up Sales in Your PhotoShelter Account.” [Register here].

PhotoShelter Video Tutorials
Take advantage of these step-by-step video tutorials and guides to help optimize your PhotoShelter account. We’ve got helpful information on topics including how to customize your website, delivering work to clients, marketing tools to help your business grow, plus a whole lot more. [Online Help]

Photography Business Plan Workbook

This free downloadable Workbook is packed with key concepts and steps to engage you to think critically about your photography from a business perspective. This extensive step-by-step guide will help you focus on your strategy and the large scale business plans that can grow your bottom line. In 24 pages, this workbook will coach you to
systematically think through key areas of your business and check off action items as you go.[Read More]

The Photographer’s Social Media Handbook

Establish and grow your social media presence with The Photographer’s Social Media Handbook, a comprehensive guide to help you understand and implement each major
social platform. Learn how to expand your professional network and build your photography brand better than ever before with these insights. [Read More]

Contact Client Services

We have a full Client Services team here Monday - Friday, 9 am - 6 pm EST to answer all your PhotoShelter questions. Contact the team directly at support@photoshelter.com
or by calling 212-206-0808.
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Read all PhotoShelter guides
http://www.photoshelter.com/mkt/research/

FIND US online
http://www.photoshelter.com
@photoshelter
http://www.facebook.com/PhotoShelter
http://vimeo.com/photoshelter

